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i have no idea how you would even get around the fact that qt gives me the font information as proportional or monospaced. qt could be made to use the actual font information
word uses instead of generic font names. use the html2pdf.com service to convert html to pdf. the service is easy to use, has an interface like ms word, and can also save the

conversion to ms office or google docs. the website will even save attachments to google drive. the wordperfect macro language is based on a heavily object-oriented, macro driven
design. the macro language is separate from the text processor. you can create macros that can manipulate not only text, but also in any application running on the system.
wordperfect lets you use the clipboard to transfer data from one application to another, or from one document to another. the wordperfect macro language provides a way to

change the language of the document, to synchronize macros, to copy and paste, to change the way text is formatted, and to perform any number of other common and useful
functions. i like the ability to configure the font and its size when using the wysiwyg interface. this is especially important if you are running on a machine that is locked down and

not allowed to access the registry. i use wysiwyg mode in word to simply edit text. in wordperfect mode i use it to create documents. in wysiwyg mode it can also be used to create
documents. the component i am having trouble with is the wordstar component. it has always been a pain to install wordstar because of the little documentation they give you. i

was very close to getting this working when i found this site.
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after converting my wordstar
files into a word file, i opened it
and used the menu in word to
insert a table of contents (toc).
i then saved the file, renamed

it, and put it back into the
wordstar document. the

conversion works great, but i
cannot get the conversion to

retain the original toc. is there
a way to keep the original toc?

microsoft's wordstar is the
most popular word processor

on the macintosh and windows.
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wordstar is designed to do the
same job as word, wordperfect
and wordperfect writer on the
macintosh and microsoft word

on windows. the main
difference between wordstar

and the rest of the word
processors is that it has an

easy to use interface. wordstar
is aimed at people who do not

want to spend a lot of time
learning about word processing
and who do not want to spend

too much time doing things like
finding an alternative word

processor that is more
powerful. wordstar is designed
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to let you do what you want to
do in the minimum time and
with the minimum effort. you

can do simple things like
adding bullets to your text and
creating bulleted lists, or you

can do complicated things like
creating forms, creating tables

and creating or customising
your own templates. just like

word 97/2000, the latest
version of word also needs
access to the windows api.
however, unlike the older

version, which only included
activex controls, the latest

version is also compatible with
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internet explorer 8 and 9. i
have found for the most part,
the newer versions of office
and word are far better than
the older versions. i have not

used the older versions in
some time and have no idea

how the newer versions
compare. 5ec8ef588b
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